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Abstract 

 

The field of Wireless Body Area Sensor Networks has foreseen many challenges in the 

past couple of decades. The development of simulations tools has made it very viable to 

design and enhance new ideas without being hazardous to any living being. 

This thesis is a step towards the betterment of human beings. People have always 

suffered from mysterious diseases and pains. Medical Science is always there to solve the 

problems related to human health. Fatigue is also a very common issue with humans. 

Normally people who perform strenuous exercises and do hard duties complain about 

fatigue. Now a day, we are able to find the parameters that can measure fatigue. Lactic 

acid level in blood is the most accurate way of measuring fatigue. 

In this thesis, a protocol named FAtigue MEasurement (FAME) is proposed. We chose 

soccer players and soldiers for fatigue measurement. We measure fatigue by the help of 

implanted and on-body sensors. The results from the sensors form a composite parameter 

for fatigue measurement. All sensors use a threshold value on which they transmit a 

fatigue message towards the Base Station (BS). 

In case of soccer players, the BSs are placed on the boundaries of the ground and for 

soldiers they are also wearable like the sensors. Our proposed protocol FAME for players 

is compared with another protocol and it is revealed through results that FAME is better 

in both throughput and propagation delay profiles. FAME is then proposed for soldiers 

and it is checked for three different mobility models. The results show the effectiveness 

of our proposed protocol. 

 



 viii 

In the final section of our work, we also give a mechanism to provide relief to the players 

and soldiers from fatigue. The mechanism help in two ways provide relief to the muscles 

and recharge the implanted sensors, as it works. It is shown through simulation results 

that about 68% voltage gain is achieved by the help of this mechanism. 

 
Keywords: 
 
Fatigue, WBASN, soccer players, soldiers, threshold, implanted sensors, induction, and 

lactic acid. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 History of Wireless Communication

Human beings are social animals. They always need other people around them.

It is in their nature, that they need other people to communicate with. Humans

exchange thought, ideas, food, tools, goods, etc. with each other to survive. All

the development that the humans do, is only possible because of exchange of

thoughts and information with each other. A single person or community can not

excel on its own. So, communication is one of the most important feature of a

human life.

Over the years humans developed many ways to communicate with each other.

Most primitive ways of communication are beacon messages, smoke signals, com-

munication drums, pigeon posts, mail, etc. Electrical energy was then discovered

and the first electrical telegraph was sent in 1838. Then, cables were deployed to

connect different continents. This was a very expensive and long process, also, it

was not very reliable. Radio telegraphs were then introduced in 1890s. This paved

the way for wireless communication. Now a days, people are very well aware about

the advantages of a wireless communication.

There are different standards available for different types of wireless communi-

cations. For example, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), links devices over

short distances, has a standard of IEEE 802.11 and is marketed as Wi-Fi. Cellular

networks have many standards according to their varying data rates. Zigbee and

Bluetooth are based on IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.1, respectively. They are

used for data exchange over very short distances, using fixed or mobile devices by

creating a Personal Area Network (PAN).

As, Zigbee has an inherent ability of consuming very low energy, so, it is used

where low energy consumption for transmission of data overs short distances is
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needed. It is the only wireless standard that is designed to address the needs of

low cost communication. Now a days, Zigbee is mainly used in Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSNs).

Fig. 1.1. Different routing techniques.

1.2 Wireless Sensor Networks

WSNs are a new class of distributed networks that are an integral part of the area

that they inhabit [1]. WSNs sense and collect data about state of the location that

embodied them. WSNs use many different network elements. Most commonly,

they consist of sensors nodes, Base Station (BS) and a control centre. Nodes

sense data and send it to the BS. BS, then collect and aggregate all the data and

transmit it to a control station, where it is monitored. Data from nodes to BS is
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Fig. 1.2. WSNs applications.

transmitted using any of the following transmission technique. These techniques

include direct transmission, multi-hop routing [2], clustering method [3], chain

formation[4, 5], etc. as shown in Fig. 1.1.

WSNs have many military, environmental and commercial applications as shown

in Fig. 1.2. WSNs have many sub-branches, that are listed below.

• WSN (Terrestrial)

• Underwater Sensor Networks

• Wireless Body Area Sensor Network (WBASN)s

1. WSNs (Terrestrial): They consist of several hundred and thousands of sensor

nodes that are deployed over a geographical area to sense different parame-

ters like, temperature, humidity, vehicular movement, lightening conditions,

pressure, soil makeup, noise levels, toxin levels, [6] etc. The sensed data is

then sent towards BS for further processing. Many algorithms are proposed

for routing of data towards BS. These algorithms and protocols are given in

[7, 8, 9, 10, 11].

The sensor nodes used in WSNs are tiny, inexpensive and low energy con-

suming. The basic architecture of a sensor node is given in Fig. 1.3. The
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Fig. 1.3. Sensor node’s architecture.

radio transmitter shown in the architecture is the most energy consuming

part of the sensor. WSNs are further divided into many types. These types

are listed below:

• Ad-hoc Networks

• MANET

• MESH

2. Underwater Sensor Networks: They are deployed under the surface of water

and they work using acoustic communication. Underwater Sensor Networks

(UWSNs) can be used for a number of applications e.g. pollution detection,

offshore exploration, disaster prevention, navigation assistance, etc. Fig. 1.4

shows the deployment of UWSNs in an ocean for pollution detection. Some

of the research on UWSNs is given in [12, 13, 14].

3. WBASNs: These networks are employed for continuous, accurate and inex-

pensive health monitoring of humans like in [15, 16, 17]. WBASN consist of

many miniature sensors deployed on the selected parts of the human bodies.

These sensors monitor changes in the vital signs and organs of the patient.

WBASNs are able to alert hospitals before any crucial condition. The sen-

sors can be in-vivo or in-vitro, that are, implanted inside a living body or

wearable, respectively as shown in Fig. 1.5.
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Fig. 1.4. UWSN.

Fig. 1.5. Placements of sensors in WBASN.
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WBASN is one of the most emerging fields in the category of sensors networks.

Research in this field is very crucial because it is directly dealing with the health

of people. Our all research work is focused on WBASN. The next section is a brief

introduction of our work.

1.3 Wireless Body Area Sensor Networks

WBASN started developing since 1995 to make communication possible at and

near a human body. The whole idea behind developing these networks is to provide

better health care services to critical patients and elderly people. With modern

medicine and better lifestyle, the average expectation of life has increased. Now,

society has more number of elder people, who need continuous monitoring and

urgent medical aid. WBASN is excellent for this purpose with no or minimum

intervention of humans.

Besides the health monitoring of elder people and critical patients with life threat-

ening issues, WBASN can also be used in many other fields where continuous and

remote monitoring of the health is necessary. These fields include players in dif-

ferent sports, astronauts in space, soldiers in the battle field, pilots, etc.

For health monitoring of athletes and other players, parameters like respiratory

rate, heart rate, blood oxygen, blood glucose, body temperature, etc. are impor-

tant. Another very important issue with players health is muscle fatigue. Com-

mercially many sensors are available for fatigue measurements in humans like

temperature and heartbeat measuring sensors. However, the sensors measuring

amount of lactic acid in muscles can provide the most accurate results. This is

because, when a muscle feel lethargic it requires more oxygen and this requirement

is fulfilled by producing lactic acid as a by product.

The idea of accurately measuring the fatigue level in players can totally revolu-

tionize the sports industry across the globe. The sports that include more physical

exertion and include a team of players with different stamina, can especially be

benefited. One of the most popular games that fall in this category is soccer.

The popularity of soccer is clearly shown in Fig. 1.6. Fans and admirers get very

upset when their favorite players show bad performance because of fatigue related

injuries.

The sensors used for soccer players are in-vivo and also they should be of very
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Fig. 1.6. Popularity of soccer in world.

small size for the ease of a player to show good performance during the match. As

the sensor has a very small size and low battery power, so, the transmission rate

of data is limited. Generation and transmission of redundant data is minimized

by using different threshold levels for sensors. Data packet is only generated by

the sensor node when the sensed value is equal to or above the provided threshold

level.

All the things about fatigue and exertion discussed above for players and athletes

are also true for a soldiers who are fighting in the front line against enemies and

terrorists. So, to measure fatigue in soldiers same sensors can be easily used to

decrease injuries because of fatigued muscles. All the rules of WBASN can be

applied to soldiers as well with some small changes. These changes are necessary

to make because of the difference in the environmental conditions.

In our proposed protocol Fatigue Measurement (FAME), we use two threshold

values for players and three threshold values for soldiers fatigue measurement. For

players fatigue measurement, we use a threshold for lactic acid level in the blood

and a threshold for total distance travelled by the player. Whereas, for soldiers

fatigue measurement, in addition to the aforementioned two parameters, we also

use a temperature sensor. This is because a soldier does not have a controlled

and constant environment as players do. A soldier while exercising, goes up hills,

down hills, crosses bridges and barriers, etc. However, a player perform strenuous

exercises for a ,limited period of time with in a controlled environment.

In FAME for players, sensors send data when they sense fatigue. This data is then
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routed towards the nearest sink present at the boundary of the ground. Whereas,

in FAME for soldiers, after sensing fatigue the sensors send data packets to the

sink placed on soldier body. The sensor nodes used in sensor networks are tiny,

inexpensive and low energy consuming.

Most commonly used wireless technologies in WBASN are ZigBee and Bluetooth.

Zigbee was developed to address the need for small sized nodes, low energy con-

sumption and low cost wireless networks. It has the IEEE standard of 802.15.4. It

operates in the unlicensed bands of 868 MHz, 915 MHZ and 2.4 GHZ. Most com-

monly 2.4 GHZ frequency is preferred for research purposes because it is present

in the Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band which is dedicated for

this purpose.
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2. Related Work

The field of WBASN is not quite latest and only little research work is done in it.

These few research articles are mainly focused on patient’s health monitoring. On

the other side, if research on WBASN, employed for humans fatigue monitoring is

checked, very few work can be found. Some of the articles on WBASN are listed

below.

Authors in [18], use wearable sensors to monitor daily life activities of humans.

As, different people show different complex movements during many activities, so,

it is a challenge to correctly monitor all of their movements and actions. For this

purpose, authors gave a sparse representation theory for humans’ actions moni-

toring using inertial sensors. They validated the method by carefully recognizing

9 different daily activities by 14 subjects. Activity recognition theory, presented

in this article, is almost 96.1% precise.

In [19], Kashif Kifayat et al. present a design and implementation of a body area

sensor network and a gaming platform to dynamically adapt the physiotherapy

treatments. The proposed framework use three components side by side which

includes a WSNs, a game and a data acquisition manager. WSNs collect infor-

mation from the patients and forward it to the data acquisition manager which

then provides updates to the game. As, time passes and the patient shows better

mobility, the game reaches its higher levels and become difficult. This is done to

train patients accurately with the passage of time.

Researchers in [20] introduced an Ambient Assisted Tool (AAT) for elderly people.

AAT is based on ambient intelligence paradigm. To provide assistance to people,

one of the major challenges is to recognize their activities correctly. Routine activ-

ities are observed using different sensors. After this step, the used algorithm finds

difference in patterns of the recently observed data from the stored data. Then

planning is performed accordingly for each person. This tool can be applied for

continuous vital sign monitoring, location detection and fall detection of humans.
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Yeongjoon Gil et al. introduce a multi-body sensor platform for tele-medicine and

emergency scenarios in [21]. They present a prototype for their work. The results

show that monitoring only a single parameter for a patient is not sufficient because,

mostly diseases and ailments are interconnected. So, a framework for measuring

multiple signals from a body is helpful specially when it is low power consuming

and not harmful for any human tissue.

M-ATTEMPT [22], show an energy efficient routing protocol for heterogeneous

WBASN attached on a human body for continuous patient monitoring. Sink is

placed on the center of the body. M-ATTEMPT uses single hop data transmission

for critical data and for normal data delivery to the sink, it uses multi-hop com-

munication. It is a thermal aware protocol which when senses a hot-spot on the

route, immediately change its route by skipping that node until it is back to its

normal temperature. This protocol protect human tissues from being damaged.

[23] introduce a Personal Wireless Hub (PWH) to collect Patient Health informa-

tion (PHI). Information is collected by the help of biomedical sensors. The sensed

data is then routed towards the health care centre. Researchers observe that only

critical and important data should be routed to the PWH and this data must be

secured. Authors present an encryption procedure based on polynomial authenti-

cation scheme. The encryption scheme generates a key for every sensor’s data and

the key is updated on regular basis. Authors, also report the experimental results

of the proposed scheme for sensors that are resource limited. These results show

that their protocol produces manageable overhead for these sensors.

Geoffrey Lo et al. in [24], show a new approach to determine the location of nodes

on the patients body. This is done by measuring and comparing instantaneous

air pressures on each sensor node. Spatial information helps in identifying the

exact location of sensors on the body. This technique reliably maps patients limb

positions in absolute coordinates longitudinally along the length of patients body.

This technique is very helpful for calculating mobility patterns and observing daily

activities of a patient.

Ashay Dhamdhere et al. provide real time team monitoring for a soccer match.

[25] present different challenges for monitoring soccer players. They give their own

design where, they divide team members into different categories on the basis of

their position from sink and then calculate delay and resource consumption profile

of Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN)

L. De Nardis et al. in [26] use body area networks for soccer players to generate a
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realistic mobility model. Each player has WBAN, which provides player’s position

information throughout the game. The communication is done using inter-BAN

multi-hoping. They designed a new mobility model called DynaMo and compared

its delay and throughput with Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM).

Researchers in [27], observe the Hospital Information System (HIS) and introduced

an idea to embed different medical devices into the system. These devices are;

Echographs machines and network digital cameras. Ubiquitous Echograph is a

common medical imaging device. If Echograph is embedded with the HIS network,

then, it is quite easy for the doctors to immediately diagnose patients. This

information can save precious time and lives. The embedded network digital

camera also saves hospital’s time and resources by assisting staff in recognizing

the patients. The technique is to use barcode against each picture of the patient.

Authors in [28], present a ZigBee based routing protocol to monitor patients. As,

the existing protocols achieve reliable communication by using either broadcast or

multi-cast transmissions, so, the end to end transmission delay and network traffic

increase accordingly. Keeping this in mind, authors present, any-cast routing

protocol for patients vital signs monitoring system. The protocol selects any

receiver which is near the sensor, for low network latency. This wireless network

performs fall detection, indoor positioning and ECG monitoring for the patients

that are using it. Whenever, a fall is detected, the network is able to tell the exact

location of the fall to the hospital crew.

Authors in [29] and [30] work on MAC layer of the OSI model and give a medium

access control protocol for WBAN and a thorough survey on energy efficient pro-

tocols for WBAN, respectively.

N.S.A. Zulkifli et al. implement heart rate monitoring algorithm for players, per-

forming strenuous exercises [31]. Heart rate monitors (HRM) are commonly used

as a training aid for sports persons. When HRMs are incorporated with WBAN,

they can provide continuous and accurate monitoring of players during hard ex-

ercises. However, authors have not mentioned any other parameter for players

monitoring as heart rate is not the only parameter that should be checked during

hard exercises.

Authors in [32] introduce a prototype system for remote monitoring of athlete’s

performance by providing live feedback. Each player is equipped with sensors

and a mobile device. Some specific parameters are measured and then buffered

locally. After a certain time period, the data will be forwarded using internet to
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the coaches.

Samuel J. Lerer et al. provide a personnel management system for collecting vital

health information in ice-hockey players [33]. Ice hockey is a very strenuous and

a difficult game because of its requirements for high speed. The paper focuses

on using inexpensive sensors for college students playing ice hockey. It uses a

respiratory rate monitoring system and use audio processing on the collected data

to find fatigue in players. However, the system produces less reliable results as

compared to many other monitoring systems. This is because audio data is less

reliable and needs large data processing time.

Miguel Garcia et al. in [34] propose a new remote monitoring mechanism for soccer

players, called Wireless Soccer Team Monitoring (WSTM). They use multi-hoping

topology for data routing in the network. Two sinks are placed behind the goals

and each player is equipped with a BAN to calculate fatigue. Data from sensors

is send to the sink after every 10 seconds. Simulations results are compiled using

the position of each player in the ground from the sink. The protocol produces

a lot of propagation delay because multi-hopping is used to transmit data to the

BS.

The coming section of this chapter provide some research works for inducing volt-

age into the implanted sensors inside human body. This is a very important

phenomenon because the life time of sensors battery is limited. Once the battery

is depleted, person has to undergo a surgical procedure to replace old battery

source with a new one. This painful procedure can be avoided by using a simple

induction circuit. Following are some articles on this mechanism.

In [35], an inductive power system is proposed in which, the implant receives power

from an external transmitter through, an inductive link between an external power

transmission coil and the implanted receiving coil. The results are plotted for the

parameters of voltage gain and link efficiency. Authors achieved a link efficiency

of 50%.

In [36], an innovative modeling method for the mutual inductance of two magnet-

ically coupled coils in an inductive link is proposed. The model ensures efficient,

energy and data transmission in implanted electronic devices.

In [37], an inductive link is designed for medical implants, using coupled coils.

Parameters that can optimize the link efficiency are discussed. Paper also describe

design of transcutaneous links from commercially available components. Voltage
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gain and link efficiency are used to verify the reliability of the designed link.

Authors achieved 40% link efficiency.

In [38],authors present a new approach for transmitting Radio Frequency (RF)

power and signal, via an inductive link, that optimizes the power efficiency of

the overall transmission scheme comprising the power amplifier plus the inductive

link.
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3. Proposed Protocol (FAME)

We propose a protocol called FAME to measure fatigue in humans. We use this

protocol for fatigue measurement of soccer players and soldiers. Following sections

contain some important information about soccer, soldiers and fatigue measuring

parameters.

3.1 Experimental Details for a Soccer Match and

Battle field

The standard size of a soccer ground can vary from 100 yards to 120 yards in

length and from 60 yards to 80 yards in width. We choose a size of 106 × 68

square yards for the soccer field because it is the most commonly used dimensions

for a soccer ground. The total number of players from both teams are 22 i.e. 11

players per team.

There are many game strategies but the most common are defensive and attacking.

Defensive game has 4 to 5 players in their own half and rest of the players are

placed in the ground according to the need. Whereas, in attacking situation 4

players play in the other team’s half to score more goals.

In contrast to a soccer match, a war or battle has no specified time period. Also,

there are no specific boundaries or location, where a war is fought. Strategies of

a war are also very diversified. We cannot predict anything about a war before

it actually happens. The speed and fatigue analysis of players and soldiers are

discussed in the following two subsections.
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3.1.1 Soccer Player Speed Analysis

A soccer match on average continues from 90 to 100 minutes. During this time,

the total distance covered by a professional player is slightly more than 11 km per

match (nearly 7 miles). This distance is not only covered by running but, some

sprinting is also performed [39] as shown in the statistics provided in Fig. 3.1. The

average running speed of a player can vary from 10.3 km/hour to 12.9 km/hour.

During the possession of a ball, soccer players usually sprint and can achieve a

speed of 25 km/hour [40].

Fig. 3.1. Soccer player’s running speed profile.

A soccer player attempts approximately 100 sprints per match lasting about 2-5

seconds. On average, for a single match, the minimum work to rest ratio for a

soccer player is 1:2 [41]. Soccer player’s speed, direction and ball possession can

all be compromised if he cannot recover from the fatigue. If a player continues

running instead of taking rest then, he can be seriously injured which can lead to

permanent damage of muscle’s tissues. So, to avoid this, a threshold for fatigue

level must be defined beyond which, players can face serious health issues.

3.1.2 Soldier’s Speed Analysis

As, we already mentioned above that the parameters for a war, battle or even a

small military mission, are very branched out. One thing, that we can say for sure

is that the duties and exercises performed by a soldier are very strenuous. In harsh

environments and difficult conditions, a soldier mostly walks. But most of the time

he runs. Number and duration of sprints for a soldier are also comparatively higher

than a player or an athlete.
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3.1.3 Muscle Fatigue Measurement for a Player and a Sol-

dier

Fig. 3.2. Lactic acid production process in muscles.

Muscle fatigue is commonly explained as the inability of muscles to generate any

force. When humans perform any vigorous exercise or do sprinting or swimming,

they begin to inhale faster to send more oxygen to the working muscles. A human

body generates most of the energy using aerobic methods. But under some cir-

cumstances where, the amount of oxygen (O2) required is more than the body can

inhale, the body uses anaerobic methods i.e. it uses glucose by a process called

glycolysis to produce energy. In the process of glycolysis, glucose is metabolized

into a substance called pyruvate. In presence of enough O2, pyruvate is further

broken down to generate energy, but when there is a limited supply of O2 in the

body, pyruvate changes into lactate which will then be transformed into energy.

The process is also explained in Fig. 3.2.

If cells in the muscles do the above mentioned practice at high rates, i.e. for more

than 3 minutes, lactic acid will start to accumulate into muscles. This shows that

it is a good parameter to measure fatigue in a soccer player [42]. The sensor

used to measure lactic acid level, is an in-vivo sensor which includes a needle,

pricking the muscle to draw blood. Normal results show a value between 4.5

to 19.8 mg/dL (0.5-2.2 mmol/L). where, mg/dL = milligrams per deciliter and

mmol/L = millimoles per liter [43].
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3.2 FAME for Players: Proposed Protocol

In any sport, one of the major concerns is the fitness of a player. Whereas, in

team sports like soccer or hockey, fitness of each player is not only important but

it is also considered a match winning criteria. The problem with these sports is

that the fatigue level of a player is continuously changing during the play as it

includes running, sprinting and many other tiring activities. So, there should be

a mechanism to constantly monitor each player of the team. Whenever any criti-

cal condition occurs, coaches and health officials immediately take precautionary

measures to handle the situation which reduces the chance of any further injury.

To handle aforementioned issues, we propose a technique called, FAME for fatigue

measurement of soccer players. FAME works on the network layer of the standard

OSI model. We take two teams of 11 players each, for the experimentation. Each

player has an implanted sensor to collect his lactic acid level regularly as shown in

Fig. 3.3. In FAME, each player’s fatigue information will be transmitted when-

ever, the maximum threshold level for lactic acid in blood or distance covered

during the match, reaches. This information is routed towards the sink using only

a single hop. Single hop or direct transmission will be useful for decreasing the

propagation delay of the network.

Fig. 3.3. Soccer player.

To support direct transmission mechanism, we use 6 sinks fixed at the boundaries

of the ground whose locations are depicted in Fig. 3.4 and also given in Table 3.1.

Multiple sinks in the field let the sensors consume less power during transmission
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Table 3.1

Location of sinks at the soccer ground.

Sink Axis
Number X (yards) Y (yards)

1 0 34
2 17 0
3 51 0
4 106 34
5 17 106
6 51 106

of fatigue information.

In FAME, we use RPGM model to show the movement of players in the ground.

It is a commonly used mobility model for soccer players. It is given a maximum

speed of 25 km/hour for players mobility and a normal running speed of 10-12

km/hour.

In FAME, we use direct transmission method in the network topology. This

method is supported by using multiple sinks at the border of the ground. To

show a comparison between energy requirements of direct and multi-hop commu-

nication, the equations for both transmission methods are stated below:

EMHtransmit
(p, d) = N × (Ecircuitry + Eamp)× p× d2 (3.1)

EMHreceive
(p) = (N − 1)× (Ecircuitry + Eamp)× p (3.2)

EMHTotal
= EMHtransmit

+ EMHreceive
(3.3)

EDTtransmit
(p, d) = (Ecircuitry + Eamp)× p× d2 (3.4)

EDTTotal
= EDTtransmit

(3.5)

where, Eamp is the energy required to amplify the data for transmission and

Ecircuitry is the electrical energy consumed by the circuit, p is the packet size

and d is the distance from sensor node to sink. N in the first three equations,

represents the number of hops needed to reach sink. The abbreviation DT is used

for Direct Transmission and MH is used for Multi-Hopping. Equations (3.4) and

(3.5) clearly show that the energy consumed is quite less for a direct transmission

scenario as compared to multi-hopping, given in equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).

Here, one can argue about the distance factor present in all the equations, as,
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Fig. 3.4. Fatigue measuring process during the game.
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the transmission distances are very small for multi-hopping. But this problem is

catered for by using multiple sinks along the boundary of the field. Use of mul-

tiple sinks decreases the distance from sensor to the sink. The whole process of

measuring fatigue during a live soccer match and the deployment of sinks at the

boundary of the ground is well depicted through Fig. 3.4. A flowchart is also

provided in Fig. 3.5 to understand the whole mechanism more thoroughly.

3.3 FAME for Soldiers: Extending FAME Pro-

tocol

A soldier fights for the nation and his excellent physical condition is one of the

top priorities for military forces. Fatigue measurement in soldiers is very useful,

because, it can continuously updates the military unit about physical state of its

soldiers. This also helps soldiers to instantly make or alter their fighting plans. So,

we extend FAME for soldiers in three exercising modes; Soldier Walking Model

(SWM), Soldier Slow Running Model (SSRM) and Soldier Fast Running Model

(SFRM) with the speeds of 5 km/hour, 15 km/hour, and 24 km/hour, respectively

[44]. Soldiers are also very common victims for chronic pains and muscle fatigue.

They run, perform long duties and do strenuous exercises on daily basis. Fatigue

in soldiers is measured, using a composite parameter. This composite parameter

consists of body temperature, lactic acid level in blood and the distance covered

by soldier while walking or running in a spell.

Fatigue = Body Temperature + Lactic acid level in blood + Distance covered

(3.6)

For experimentation purpose, a spiral track inside a field of 100m× 100m is pro-

vided to the soldier to run on that track and then, we measure the fatigue. Pro-

posed scenario is well shown in Figure 3.6. Three sensors, checking the fatigue of

a soldier, are placed on the abdominal region of the body. Out of all these sensors,

only lactic acid level measuring sensor is in-vivo sensor. The other two sensors are

placed on soldiers body. The threshold levels that the sensors are using are listed

in Table 3.2.

Fatigue measurements are performed using above mentioned three mobility mod-

els; SWM, SSRM and SFRM. When any sensor has a value that is equal to or
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Fig. 3.5. Flowcart of FAME for players.

Table 3.2

Thresholds for different sensors.

Sensor Threshold
Temperature 400C

Lactic acid level in blood 20 mg/dl
Distance Covered Vary according to mobility model (km)
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Fig. 3.6. Fatigue measuring track for soldiers.

Table 3.3

Energy parameters for WBASN.

Parameter Value
Transmission Energy 16.72 nJ

Reception Energy 36.2 nJ

Data Aggregation Energy 0.3064 nJ

Multi-path Energy 5 nJ

above the specified threshold, it will send informational data to the sink. Sink is

also placed near the sensors. It is a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and a soldier

wears it on his belt. This data is then, transmitted to the main office which is

monitoring the entire unit. The whole scenario is well depicted by the flowchart

provided in Fig. 3.7. The radio model, used by the sensors is WBAN radio model.

The values used in the radio model are given in Table 3.3.
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Fig. 3.7. Flowcart of FAME for soldiers.
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4. Mathematical Modeling of Induction

Link

Energy is present everywhere around us. Sunlight, wind, flowing water everything

carries a lot of energy. We can harvest these energies into the forms that are

useful for humans. Another very important form of energy is in the form of

vibrations. Vibrations can be produced by machines, humans etc. It has also a

very important use in medical science. Vibrations therapy is given to the patients

with fatigued muscles for relaxing the tension in the nerves and muscles. Different

types of players like athletes, soccer, hockey and basketball players feel fatigue in

muscles almost after and during every match. They also use vibration therapy

during and after playing. We propose a protocol FAME to measure fatigue of

players during a match, using sensors implanted in their muscles. These sensors

need recharging from time to time. This is because, sensing fatigue and then

transmitting that information to the coaches, consumes a lot of energy. After

FAME, we now introduce a use of vibration pads for players which provide relaxing

therapy to the players during half time or whenever he/she is idle during match.

These pads not only relax the muscles of a player but also induce voltage to the

sensor, through vibrations, implanted inside the players body. After a therapy of 2

to 5 minutes, the sensor is recharged again and the players also feel less lethargic.

This all is well explained in Fig. 4.1. In this section, we examine our technique

of relaxing fatigued muscles, in which a player being exhausted during play or a

soldier being tired during exercise, use a vibration pad, attached on the fatigued

muscle of the body. The players and soldiers are benefited from this pad in two

ways.

• Firstly, the vibrations generated, aid the player/soldier to get the muscles

relaxed by providing a short-term therapy session.

• Secondly, these vibrations are helpful in producing electrical signals, with an

aim to re-charge the implanted sensors, measuring the level of fatigue. This
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is merely done, to maximize the battery life of the implanted sensor. Math-

ematical model and description of the technique is given in the upcoming

section.

Fig. 4.1. Vibration pads for relaxing muscles.

In the upcoming sections of this chapter we will discuss the implementation of

vibration detection circuit and how it can be used to recharge implanted sensor’s

battery. We will also discuss the voltage gain and efficiency of this circuit later

on.

4.1 Recharging Implanted Sensors of Soldier/Players

with Vibration Detection Circuit

Implanted sensors can be recharged using sunlight, infra red light, magnetic induc-

tion, etc. We use a method, in which vibration pads are used as muscle relaxants.

This vibrational energy is changed into electrical energy using a piezoelectric sen-

sor. First, we define the basic induction circuit.
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Fig. 4.2. Basic induction model.

4.1.1 Basic Induction Model

An inductive link consists of two coils, forming a transformer. The primary cir-

cuitry generates flux which then, induces power at secondary side (mutual induc-

tance), implanted inside human body as shown in Fig. 4.2. The skin acts as an

interface between the two coils. A parameter known as, coupling co-efficient (k) is

a degree of coupling between the two circuits. For WBAN, k should be less than a

value of 0.45 for the safety of body tissues. Voltage gain and link efficiency are the

two parameters upon which, efficiency of inductive link is being measured, in this

study. The above mentioned parameters are highly dependent upon the factor, k.

[35, 37, 36]

4.1.2 Vibration Detection Induction Model

We use a vibration detection circuit for our technique. In the circuit, a piezoelectric

transducer gives high DC output impedance. That is why, we model it as a voltage

source and filter network. The voltage source Vs, is directly proportional to the

applied force, pressure, or strain. The output is then related to the available

mechanical force [45].

In Fig. 4.3, we can see the circuit diagram of a piezoelectric inductive link, where,

inductance Lm is because of the seismic mass and inertia of the sensor. Ce is

inversely proportional to the mechanical elasticity of the sensor. Co represents
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the static capacitance of the sensor. Ri is the insulation leakage resistance of the

transducer [46].

Rload

M

I1

I2

L1 L2

Vload

Primary Side Secondary Side

Skin Interface

RL1 RL2

I2 Iload

I2p

Vs

Ce
Lm

Co

RI C2p

ZloadZ1Z2

Fig. 4.3. Vibration detection circuit with induction link.

The values of these parameters, are shown below in Table 4.1 [37]. These values are

used for experimental purposes and they produce the best results in simulations.

Also, these values of the parameters are safe for human tissues, as k is highly

dependent on these values. The equations for primary side are as follows:

Table 4.1

Inductive link parameters.

Parameters Values
Operating frequency f=13.56 MHZ

Primary coil L1 = 5.48 µH
Secondary coil L2 = 1 µH

Parasitic resistance of the transmitter coil RL1 ≃ 2.12 Ω
Parasitic resistance of the receiver coil RL2 ≃ 1.63 Ω

Load resistance Rload = 320 Ω

Z1 is the impendence between the primary inductive coil L1 and insulation leakage

resistance Ri.

Z1 =
Ri(jωL1 +RL1)

Ri + jωL1 +RL1

(4.1)

Z2 is the parallel impendence between Ri and Co.

Z2 =

Z1

jωCo

Z1 +
1

jωCo

(4.2)

Z2 =
Z1

jωCoZ1 + 1
(4.3)
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By applying Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law, source voltage can be given as:

−Vs + I1(
1

jωCe

+ jωLm + Z2)− jωMI2 = 0 (4.4)

Source voltage Vs is given as:

Vs = I1(A)− jωMI2 (4.5)

where, A = 1

jωCe
+ jωLm + Z2

For primary side of the circuit, value of current is given as;

I1 =
Vs + jωM Vload

Zload

A
(4.6)

Now, the equations for secondary side are as follows:

By solving for Zload, which is the impendence between parallel capacitor C2p and

the resistive load Rload, we get;

Zload =
Rload

1

jωC2p

Rload +
1

jωC2p

(4.7)

Zload =
Rload

1 + jωC2pRload

(4.8)

By further solving for Zload we get;

Zload =

(

Rload

1 + jωC2pRload

)(

1− jωRloadC2p

1− jωC2pRload

)

(4.9)

Zload =
Rload

1 + ω2C2

2pR
2

load

−

jωR2

loadC2p

1 + ω2C2

2pR
2

load

(4.10)

As, we know that, Zload = R2 + jX2

So, from equation (4.10),

R2 =
Rload

1 + ω2C2

2pR
2

load

(4.11)

X2 =
jωR2

loadC2p

1 + ω2C2

2pR
2

load

(4.12)
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The output voltage, Vload is given as:

Vload + I2(jωL2 +RL2)− jωMI1 = 0 (4.13)

Vload = jωMI1 − I2(jωL2 +RL2) (4.14)

The current in secondary side I2, is given as:

I2 =
Vload

Rload

(4.15)

By putting value of I2 in equation (4.5), we get;

Vs = I1(A)− jωM
Vload

Rload

(4.16)

By putting value of I1 from equation (4.16) and I2 from equation (4.15) in equation

(4.14), we get;

Vload = jωM

(

Vs + jωM Vload

Zload

A

)

−

Vload

Zload

(jωL2 +RL2) (4.17)

Vload = jωM

(

VsZload + jωVload

AZload

)

−

Vload

Zload

(jωL2 +RL2) (4.18)

Then,

Vload − j2ω2M2
Vload

AZload

+
Vload

Zload

(jωL2 +RL2) =
jωMVs

A
(4.19)

By taking Vload common,

Vload

(

1 +
ω2M2

AZload

+
jωL2 +RL2

Zload

)

=
jωM

A
Vs (4.20)

Taking LCM;

Vload

(

AZload + ω2M2 + jωL2A+ ARL2

Zload

)

= jωMVs (4.21)

Finally, voltage gain is given as;

Vload

Vs

=
jωMZload

ω2M2 + A(Zload +RL2 + jωL2)
(4.22)
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Now, for link efficiency:

η =
P2

P1

(4.23)

By putting values of P1 and P2;

η =
VloadI2

VsI1
(4.24)

Taking real of η,

η =
Re[VloadI2]

Re[VsI1]
(4.25)

or,

η = Re

[

Vload

Vs

]

Re[I2]

Re[I1]
(4.26)

η = Re

[

Vload

Vs

]

Re[ Vload

Zload
]

Re[I1]
(4.27)

As, Re[I1] =
Vs

A
we get;

η = Re

[

Vload

Vs

]2
Re[A]

Re[Zload]
(4.28)

Using the value of voltage gain, we finally find η:

η = [
ω2MR2

ω2M2 +Re[A](R2 +RL2)
]2
Re[A]

R2

(4.29)

where, R2 = Re[Zload]

Link efficiency and voltage gain are the factors upon which we judge the effective-

ness of our induction model. As, this model is used for WBASN, so, the value of

k, also known as coupling coefficient, can not be varied much. For WBASN k is

mostly chosen below 0.45 [37]. If the value of k is increased above this value, it is

very harmful for human tissues .
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5. Experiments and Results

This chapter consists of the simulation results for the aforementioned three tech-

niques in terms of their respective parameters:

5.1 Simulation Results: FAME for Players

The simulations presented in this paper are performed using MATLAB. We have

created a soccer field of 106 × 68 square yards. Players mobility is shown using

RPGM model. The positions of sinks are given in Table 3.1. We choose a packet

size of 1024 bits for transmitting important informational packets to sinks. After

sending data to the nearest sink of each player, all the data from these sinks is

aggregated at the sink data aggregation unit and then send to the monitor used

by the team’s coach and health experts. The flow chart of the process of finding

fatigue in a soccer player and the whole network topology is explained in Fig. 3.5.

The differences in the network topologies and some parameters used in both pro-

tocols are stated below and also listed in Table 5.1:

• WSTM [34] uses multi-hop communication for players data delivery to the

BS. Literature shows that the reception of packets consume nearly as much

energy as in transmission which doubles the burden on the sensor nodes and

hence, they die quickly in multi-hop scenario. Whereas, in our proposed

protocol FAME, we use a single-hop technique.

• Another difference between FAME and WSTM, is that we use a composite

parameter which includes a threshold based mechanism to transmit data to

the nearest sink for a particular sensor node. Whenever the threshold for

fatigue in a particular player reaches, the sensor senses it and immediately

transmit information to the concerned authorities. On the contrary, WSTM

uses a period of 10 seconds after which it transmits data to the BS on a
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regular bases.

• WSTM uses only two sinks present behind each goal. FAME on the other

hand, has six different sinks placed at the boundaries of the soccer ground.

The location of the sinks is carefully chosen in order to have maximum

throughput of the network and minimum propagation delay for the trans-

mitted data packets.

• The parameter we use in FAME to find fatigue in a player’s muscle is the

amount of lactic acid accumulation in his/her muscle. WSTM doesn’t men-

tioned any parameter on which they based their whole protocol.

Table 5.1

Differences between FAME and WSTM.

FAME WSTM
Operating frequency Operating frequency

of sensors = 13.56 MHZ of sensors = 2.4 GHZ
Number of sinks = 6 Number of sinks = 2
Sinks are scattered Sinks are placed
on border of ground behind each goal
Direct transmission Multi-hop transmission

Uses a composite parameter Parameters for team
for fatigue measurement monitoring are not specified
Uses a threshold for No

transmission of fatigue messages threshold defined
Transmission occurs on Transmission occurs

specified events every 10 sec
In-vivo sensor is used Sensors are not specified

The word rounds is used throughout in this chapter for explanation of simulation

results. A round means the time during which all the sensors in each player sense

the specified parameter. For example, a time during which a lactic acid measuring

sensors in all players sense the amount of lactic acid level in blood. This level can

or can not be more than threshold value. The fatigue information is sent only

in case, when lactic acid level for a particular player is more than the specified

threshold value.

We check following parameters in the network for simulation purpose of FAME

for players:

• Number of dead nodes

• Packets transmitted to sinks
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• Number of packets dropped in the network

• Packets received successfully at sinks

• Residual energy of the network

• Throughput

• Propagation delay in the network

5.1.1 Number of Dead Nodes
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Fig. 5.1. Total number of dead nodes in the network.

When a sensor node transmits information to the sink, a considerable amount of

energy is consumed. After a certain time the battery of sensor is completely con-

sumed. This is the time when we say that the node is now dead. In FAME, we use

direct transmission with multiple sinks to avoid the drain of battery. As a result,

as shown in Fig. 5.1, the nodes live longer and need not to be changed frequently.

However, in WSTM sensor nodes die quickly as compared to our proposed proto-

col. The difference in results is because, WSTM uses multi-hop scheme to route

its data towards the sink, whereas, our protocol uses direct transmission method

with multiple sinks in the field.
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Stability period is the amount of time elapsed before the first sensor node in the

network die. In FAME the first node die nearly at 5100th round, as compared

to the WSTM protocol in which the first node is dying after 2700 rounds. This

analysis shows that the parameter known as the stability period, is very effective

in order to clearly understand the true behaviour of any wireless network. Fig.

5.1 clearly reveals that FAME is 22% more stable than WSTM.

5.1.2 Packets Transmitted to Sinks
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Fig. 5.2. Total number of packets sent to sinks.

As explained before, in FAME sensor nodes only transmit data to the sink when

the threshold for fatigue is reached for the particular player. In WSTM, a data

packet is generated after every 10 seconds and nodes send data directly to the BS

if it is at its minimum distance to BS, like in the case of a goal keeper, otherwise

they use other players as relay nodes to route data towards the BS. On the other

hand, FAME only uses direct transmission method to send data to the BS. Hence,

there are more packets generated in the network because of multi-hopping used in

WSTM as given in Fig. 5.2.
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5.1.3 Number of Packets Dropped in the Network
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Fig. 5.3. Packets dropped in the network.

In real world, no channel is an ideal channel and especially in the case of wireless

medium, there is always some loss of data in the network because of multi-path

effects like refraction, reflection and absorbtion etc. Keeping this in mind we

choose a noisy channel for simulation purpose instead of an ideal one, as provided

in [47], to make simulations more realistic with a packet drop probability of ap-

proximately 30%. Fig. 5.3 shows the amount of packets dropped in the network

before reaching any sink.

5.1.4 Packets Received Successfully at Sinks

Packets received successfully at the sinks are roughly about 70%. The amount of

packets received at all the sinks without any error is another important parameter

to look for in the network. This parameter shows the accuracy of the protocol and

network topology. This parameter for both protocols is presented in Fig. 5.4. The

amount of successfully received packets can be calculated by subtracting number

of dropped packets from the total transmitted packets.
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Fig. 5.4. Packets received at sinks successfully.

5.1.5 Residual Energy of the Network

Residual energy graph for both schemes is shown in Fig. 5.5. It depends on the

overall life time of the sensors in the network. In WSTM the nodes consume more

energy during the communication process because of multi-hop scheme, so the

residual energy of sensor nodes deplete very quickly. Whereas, in FAME protocol

the nodes live longer despite of the fact that the nodes have very low initial energy

in our proposed scheme.

5.1.6 Throughput

Fig. 5.6 compares the throughput of 2 schemes, FAME and WSTM. Throughput

of a network is given by the following equation:

Throughput (%) =
Packets Received

Total Packets Transmitted
× 100 (5.1)

From the throughput graph, we are confident to say that the packet delivery ratio

is 8% better in our proposed scheme. Throughput of FAME, reveals that our
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Fig. 5.5. Residual energy of the network.
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Fig. 5.6. Throughput.
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proposed protocol is more efficient.

5.1.7 Propagation Delay in the Network
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Fig. 5.7. Propagation delay in the network.

It is very obvious from Fig. 5.7 that FAME achieves less propagation delay than

WSTM, because it uses direct transmission method to send information to the sink

unlike WSTM, which uses multi-hopping and generates more delay. Propagation

delay is an important factor to be handled in scenarios where we want to send

critical data quickly. Our proposed protocol only transmits data when, a threshold

for muscle fatigue is reached. Propagation delay is calculated using the following

equation:

Propagation Delay (sec) =
Distance from sensor node to sink

C (speed of light = 3× 108)
(5.2)

In this respect, FAME should be preferred to achieve minimum propagation delays.
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5.2 Simulation Results: FAME for Soldiers

Simulations are performed for calculating a single soldier’s fatigue measurement.

Three sensors are used in this technique measuring; temperature, lactic acid level

in blood and distance covered, while moving on the track. The simulations show

experimental results and verify our technique well. We use following parameters

in the network for simulation purpose of FAME for soldiers:

• Number of dead nodes

• Packets transmitted to the sink

• Number of packets dropped in the network

• Packets received successfully at the sink

• Residual energy of the network

• Propagation delay in the network

5.2.1 Number of Dead Nodes
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Fig. 5.8. Total number of dead nodes in the network.
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Fig. 5.8, shows the time of death for each sensor node implanted on the body

of the soldier. Only three nodes are there in the WBAN, that is deployed on a

soldier for fatigue measurement. Figure 5.8, shows that in case of SWM, nodes

live longer. This is because the speed of a soldier is very slow and the soldier is

less likely to be in a state of fatigue. Whereas, in SSRM and SFRM, there is a

good chance for a soldier to be fatigued earlier because of more body exertion.

5.2.2 Packets Transmitted to the Sink
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Fig. 5.9. Total number of packets sent to sink.

From Fig. 5.9, it is clear that in SFRM, soldiers are more fatigued and more

packets are generated by the sensors, sensing the fatigue parameters of the soldier.

This is because the threshold value for each sensor in the WBASN, is achieved

earlier in case of SFRM. In case of walking and slow running of soldier, fatigue

is avoided for a larger time period. Hence, less packets generated by using SWM

and SSRM.
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Fig. 5.10. Packets dropped in the network.

5.2.3 Number of Packets Dropped in the Network

Fig. 5.10, shows the number of packets dropped in the network for each model.

Packet drop probability for these simulations is selected to be 30%, as explained

earlier in FAME for players. More the number of packets generated by the sensors,

more the probability of packets to be dropped.

5.2.4 Packets Received Successfully at the Sink

Fig. 5.11, shows that the running models that are; SSRM and SFRM, generate

more data packets because the soldier is more fatigued in these scenarios. There-

fore, the probability of successful reception of data packets is more for them as

compared to SWM.

5.2.5 Residual Energy of the Network

From Fig. 5.12, it is very clear that the energy consumption of the nodes is very

less in case of the walking model. The reason behind which is very obvious, that
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Fig. 5.11. Packets received at sink successfully.
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Fig. 5.12. Residual energy of the network.
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the sensors have to send very less data to the sink because the soldier is very less

likely to be fatigued while walking. For the running models energy consumption

is relatively high, hence, less amount of residual energy of the sensor nodes.

5.2.6 Propagation Delay in the Network
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Fig. 5.13. Propagation delay in the network.

Propagation delay depends on the position of sensor from the sink. However,

more data packets generated by sensors, show a higher total propagation delay

of the network. This is very obvious from Fig. 5.13. For both running models,

propagation delay is high due to more packet generation in the network.

5.3 Simulation Results: Vibration Detection Cir-

cuit

Following two parameters have been investigated for vibration detection circuit.

• Voltage Gain
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• Link efficiency

The explanation for the results is given in the following two subsections.

5.3.1 Voltage Gain:

We calculated voltage gain of our induction model in equation 4.22. As shown in

Fig. 5.14, when value of k increases, the voltage gain also increases. From Rload =

100 Ω, the graph has almost a linear trend. After which, it increases with a little

higher slope. This shows that voltage gain is dependent, both on k and Rload.

Taking into consideration, the safety parameters for body tissues, at Rload = 320

Ω and at k = 0.4, the voltage gain is about 2.2, i.e. the induced output voltage is

increased by a factor of 2, in relative to the input voltage.
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Fig. 5.14. Voltage gain.

5.3.2 Link Efficiency:

Link efficiency (η) is calculated in equation 4.29 of chapter 4. The graph presented

in Fig. 5.15, has been started from Rload = 100 Ω as, the circuit operates for higher

resistive loads. From the figure it can be seen that till Rload = 200 Ω, the graph

has a constant behavior, i.e. the link efficiency remains the same. After this value,
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the efficiency increases and as the value of k increases, there is a steep increase

in the efficiency. At Rload = 320 Ω and at k = 0.4, the efficiency is about 68%,

meaning that more than half of the input power is efficiently transferred at the

output side, thereby, helping in driving the implanted circuit inside the body.
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Fig. 5.15. Link efficiency.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter discuss the future work in the field of fatigue measurement and

accurate transmission of this data to the concerned authorities. We conclude our

present research work in the coming section and it is followed by a section on future

work in which we discuss some new fields in which WBASN can be employed.

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis presents a technique to measure fatigue in human beings. There is

only a little work done in this field. Mostly fatigue or tiredness is only regarded

as a feeling that only a person can feel when he/she go through it. But Medical

Science (MS) proves that human body shows some prominent and exclusive signs

that can measure fatigue accurately.

People who perform tedious tasks on daily basis, do long working hours and do

strenuous exercises often complain about fatigue. Sometimes people with these

kinds of jobs are chronic fatigue patients. So, it is a challenge to measure fatigue

in humans before it reaches its chronic stages. There is always a limit before

which a disease, or in this case fatigue, can be cured. The challenge is to find

fatigue before it can actually start bothering people. Fatigue free lifestyle is very

beneficial for people. They can show their best work without any worries.

We present a technique to accurately measure fatigue using WBASN. The tech-

nique is called FAME. We use in-vivo and in-vitro sensors to measure fatigue.

Fame is presented for people with two types of professions that are players and

soldiers. Both professions need highly skilled people with no physical or mental

diseases. Unfortunately, both are very common victims of fatigue.

We particulary design our protocol for soccer players. It is because it is the most

popular game and also soccer players become more fatigued than players in any
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other team sport. In FAME for soccer players, a composite parameter has been

set for fatigue measurement. All parameters in this composite parameter are

threshold based. Whenever the threshold is reached for any parameter, a fatigue

message is generated and is directly send to the sink. Several sinks are placed on

the boundaries of the ground. This is done to assist direct transmission of data.

Direct transmission is chosen to reduce propagation delay in the network.

We then extend our work by providing fatigue measuring assistance to the soldiers.

The problem in measuring fatigue of soldiers is that they have no geographical

boundaries and time limits. They work or fight continuously for days or weeks.

So, an extra parameters is added into the above mentioned composite parameter.

That is the temperature parameter. FAME works the same for soldiers expect the

fact that the sink in this case is also placed on the body of the soldier. This is

because of the fact that they are not confined to a geographical region. We also

introduce three running models to test out protocol.

Finally, we provide a method to relax fatigued muscles. That method is vibration

therapy. Many vibrations pads are commercially available, which can be employed

to reduce fatigue in players and soldiers. We also introduce a technique to recharge

implanted sensors. For this purpose we use piezoelectric cells to change vibrational

energy into electrical energy. That electrical energy is induced into the implanted

sensor and then it recharges.

6.2 Future Work

WBASN is a new and very vast field and many aspects of it are needed to be ex-

plored. This section pursues the identification of the fields in which the techniques

like FAME can be employed to make the life easier and comfortable for people.

• Prisoners in jails are very aggressive and they engage in fights with other

inmates from time to time. This aggressiveness and the constant urge to do

something can be judged by some hormonal changes and chemical imbalances

in their bodies. Sensors can be implanted in such prisoners, which will alert

the authorities before any damage.

• Cattle farming is a very old but important profession. These people are

always worried about the health and monitoring of their animals. Epidemic

is also a very crucial issue with cattle farming. New protocols can be designed
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for this purpose.

• Astronauts are one of the most intellectual people of the society. Many

countries spent a lot of amount of money on space missions. These missions

highly depend upon the performance of the astronauts. The vital organ

monitoring is very important for the astronauts. A lot of work can be done

in this regard.
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